
48% of English-Speaking Readers Worldwide
Would Buy "Entanglement-Quantum and
Otherwise" after Reading 10 Pages

UNITED STATES, May 1, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 48%

of English-Speaking Readers Worldwide Would Buy Prize-

Winning Crime Fiction Novel "Entanglement-Quantum and Otherwise" After Reading 10 Pages.

A powerful focus group of English-speaking readers worldwide was surveyed on their likelihood

The results showed that

48% of the readers would

buy the novel after reading

the sample pages, a score

that is considered very good

and far above the

acceptable threshold of 1%

to 10%.”

OnlineBookClub.org

to purchase the prize-winning crime fiction novel

"Entanglement-Quantum and Otherwise" after reading 10

pages. The results showed that 48% of the readers would

buy the novel after reading the sample pages, a score that

is considered very good and far above the acceptable

threshold of 1% to 10%.

Over a million books are published each year. Any given

person could not even read .0001% of the books out there.

This means readers have to be very selective. Even taking

the time to look over reviews and blurbs, let alone read

samples, is more time than most readers can afford for

most books. The First Ten, created by the giant OnlineBookClub.org, is a powerful focus group

that addresses those issues.

This exceptional novel, written by author John K Danenbarger, has been described as a comment

on the human condition disguised as a crime novel and sure to keep readers on the edge of their

seats. Reader reviews can be found here.

John K Danenbarger, the author of "Entanglement-Quantum and Otherwise", said, "I am thrilled

that so many readers would be willing to buy my novel after reading just 10 pages. Readers have

a thousand choices in literature in all its forms; I’m glad this novel makes the reader feel its

worth.”

The award-winning literary crime fiction novel “Entanglement-Quantum and Otherwise” by John

K Danenbarger can be found in libraries, on Amazon, or your favorite bookstore.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://jkdanenbarger.com/reviews-entanglement-quantum-otherwise/


An exceptional novel

John K Danenbarger
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/630525498

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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